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SUMMARY In the context of Cyber-Physical System (CPS), analyz-
ing the real world data accumulated in cyberspace would improve the ef-
ficiency and productivity of various social systems. Towards establishing
data-driven society, it is desired to share data safely and smoothly among
multiple services. In this paper, we propose a scheme that services authen-
ticate users using information registered on a blockchain. We show that the
proposed scheme has resistance to tampering and a spoofing attack.
key words: blockchain, authentication, Internet of Things, pseudo-random
function, service cooperation

1. Introduction

There is a trend to make products evolve with Cyber-
Physical System (CPS) that combines real space and cy-
berspace. In the context of CPS, analyzing the real world
data accumulated in cyberspace would improve the effi-
ciency and productivity of various social systems. CPS re-
quires a large amount of real space data for good analysis.
Therefore, IoT devices are attracting attention. As the In-
ternet of Things (IoT) industry develops, the number of IoT
devices is increasing and the devices are expected to collect
more data. By providing IoT services to the whole society,
we can obtain big data, but it is difficult to provide the ser-
vices by an independent organization. Conversely, if differ-
ent organizations collaborate, a lot of data will be gathered.
On the other hand, from the viewpoint of security, there is a
risk of data tamper after the data is sent from the IoT devices
to the database in the cloud.

The blockchain is one of the Distributed Ledger Tech-
nology (DLT) as firstly introduced in [1]. The blockchain
is a system that registers information such as transactions in
a ledger called a block. The transparency of the ledger is
maintained by sharing it in all participating nodes. When
generating a new block, all participating nodes perform a
consensus building (such as Proof of Work (PoW) [2] and
PBFT [3]) by verifying the generated block. From the above
reasons, it is difficult to rewrite the data registered on the
blockchain.

Secure data sharing can be among multiple organiza-
tions by registered data from the IoT devices on the same
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blockchain platform. Besides, in order to trust a data, ser-
vices want to authenticate a user who provides a data and
confirm an owner of the IoT device. In general, when ser-
vices authenticate a user, the server needs to store the au-
thentication information to verify. If authentication related
data is registered on the blockchain, each service need not
have the data for verification.

System architectures that include authentication using
blockchain have been proposed in [4], [5]. In these systems,
the authentication algorithm, the verification algorithm, and
the authentication information performed on the blockchain
are not provided, so a suitable authentication scheme for the
purpose of the system can be applied.

In this paper, we propose an authentication scheme
with the following two features; One is that the service need
not have authentication information of the user. The other is
that the service can authenticate the user at multiple times.

2. Proposed Scheme

2.1 System Model

The system model consists of a user, a service, and a
blockchain (Fig. 1). First, the user registers his/her authen-
tication information on the blockchain. The service verifies
the user with the registered information on the blockchain
and the secret information sent from the user.

Fig. 1 System model.
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Fig. 2 Flow of our scheme.

We assume the following entities in our scheme.
User: register his/her authentication information on the

blockchain and have a secure and private communica-
tion link to the service.

Service: verify the user who requests authentication. Verify
with the registered information on the blockchain and
the secret information sent from the user. The service
uses the information only to verify the applicable user.

Blockchain: generate the contract correctly.
Our scheme satisfies the following requirements.

(1) The service need not have the user’s authentication in-
formation.
(2) The service can authenticate the user at multiple times.

2.2 Algorithms

The following symbols are used in our scheme.
Z∗q: a multiplicative group of order qth.
δ : {0, 1}∗ × Z∗q → Z∗q: a pseudo-random function.
φ : Z∗q × Z∗q → Z∗q: a pseudo-random function.
π : Z∗q × {1, 2, . . . , n} → {1, 2, . . . , n}: a pseudo-random

permutation.
H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q: a hash function.
ID: identifier.
k: secret key.

a
R←− A: choose a from A at random.

A‖B: concatenation of A and B.
Our scheme has six algorithms (Setup, GenTag, Chal-

lenge, GenPublicProof, GenPrivateProof, and VerifyProof).
The details of them are shown below. The overall flow is as
shown in Fig. 2.

Setup: the user generates a secret key k
R←− Z∗q .

GenTag: the user splits given file F into m blocks and di-

vides each block into n sectors.

F = F1‖F2‖ · · · ‖Fm,

Fi = si,1‖si,2‖ · · · ‖si,n.

Next, the user generates τ, picks n random values, and
calculates the tag Ti of Fi.

τ = ID‖m‖n.
Choose {r1, r2, . . . , rn} ∈ Z∗q ,

gid = δk(ID),

Ti =

n∑

j=1

(r j · si, j + H(ID‖gid‖i)) · g j
id.

The user registers 〈τ, F,T 〉 on the blockchain, where
T = {T1,T2, . . . ,Tm}.

Challenge: the service determines the number of blocks
and two random values.
Choose c (1 ≤ c ≤ m),

k1
R←− Z∗q , k2

R←− Z∗q .

The service sends 〈c, k1, k2〉 to the blockchain.
GenPublicProof: upon receiving the challenge from the

service, the blockchain performs the following calcu-
lation.
For 1 ≤ t ≤ c,

lt = πk1 (t), at = φk2 (t).

σ =

c∑

t=1

at · Tlt ,

For 1 ≤ j ≤ n,

ρ j =

c∑

t=1

at · slt , j.

The blockchain sends 〈σ, ρ〉 to the service, where ρ =
{ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρn}.

GenPrivateProof: the user sends his/her secret informa-
tion 〈{r1, r2, . . . , rn}, gid〉 to the service. If an adversary
obtains this information, there is a threat of a spoofing
attack, so the user should send this information by the
encrypted communication.

VerifyProof: upon receiving the response according to the
challenge, the service performs the following calculate.
For 1 ≤ t ≤ c,

lt = πk1 (t), at = φk2 (t),

σ′ =
n∑

j=1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝r j · ρ j +

c∑

t=1

at · H(ID‖gid‖lt)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ · g j

id.

If σ = σ′ holds, the user passes the verification and
the server sends accept to the user. Otherwise, the user
fails the verification and the server sends failure to the
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user.

In authentication algorithm, we should not send the
same challenge. So, in the challenge algorithm of our
scheme, we need to select k1, k2, and c without overlapping.
Therefore, the service can authenticate the user with the in-
formation corresponding to the challenge at ϕ(q)× ϕ(q)×m
times, where ϕ is an Euler function.

3. Correctness and Security

3.1 Correctness

The correctness of our scheme is elaborated as follows.

σ =

c∑

t=1

at · Tlt

=

c∑

t=1

at ·
n∑

j=1

(r j · slt , j + H(ID‖gid‖lt)) · g j
id

=

n∑

j=1

c∑

t=1

at(r j · slt , j + H(ID‖gid‖lt)) · g j
id

=

n∑

j=1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
c∑

t=1

at · r j · slt , j +

c∑

t=1

at · H(ID‖gid‖lt)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ · g j

id

=

n∑

j=1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝r j · ρ j +

c∑

t=1

(at · H(ID‖gid‖lt))
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ · g j

id.

From the above, if the blockchain correctly generates the
signature and the user gives the correct secret information,
it passes the verification.

3.2 Security

The registered information on the blockchain is open to all
participating nodes and it is difficult to tamper. Therefore,
unless the secret information to verify can be reconstructed
from the information registered on the blockchain, the user
who passes the verification is a legitimate user. We assume
the following conditions as an adversary model.

• Not registered, but try to pass the authentication.
• Try to retrieve the secret information to verify from the

information registered on the blockchain.

Theorem 1. If the pseudo-random function is secure, then
there exists no adversary to break our scheme with non-
negligible probability.

The information registered on the blockchain is (F,T ).
An adversary tries to retrieve the secret information for ver-
ification 〈{r1, . . . , rn}, gid〉 from (F,T ). T is the tag of F and
consists of random value r, s which is a part of F, identifier
ID, and gid.

Ti =

n∑

j=1

(r j · si, j + H(ID‖gid‖i)) · g j
id

Focus on (r j · si, j + H(ID‖gid‖i)). si, j is masked by the

random value r j. H(ID‖gid‖i) is the hash value of ID, gid,
and i. Since ID is retrieved from τ and i is index number, the
adversary can obtain these values. However, gid is the out-
put of the pseudo-random function whose inputs are secret
key k and ID. So, if the pseudo-random function is secure,
an adversary cannot obtain gid. Therefore, since we use a
cryptographic hash function, an adversary cannot obtain the
value H(ID‖gid‖i). Accordingly, (r j · si, j + H(ID‖gid‖i)) is
like a random value for the adversary. In Ti, g

j
id is masked

by (r j · si, j + H(ID‖gid‖i)). Hence, an adversary cannot
retrieve g j

id from Ti. From above reasons, if the pseudo-
random function is secure, the adversary cannot obtain se-
cret information for verification 〈{r1, . . . , rn}, gid〉 and it is
impossible to perform spoofing attack to our scheme. There-
fore, the user’s authentication information registered on the
blockchain is secure, and the service can authenticate the
user using it. So, when the service wants to authenticate
the user, the service need not have the user’s authentication
information.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the scheme that services authen-
ticate users using authentication information registered on
the blockchain. In our scheme, the service verifies by using
the registered information on the blockchain and secret in-
formation received from the user. The service performs this
operation without authentication information of the user as
described in Sect. 2.2. Also, the service can authenticate the
user at multiple times as described in Sect. 2.2. We infor-
mally showed that it is impossible to perform a spoofing at-
tack on our scheme if the pseudo-random function using in
our scheme is secure.
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